
22 PRRLIIMINARY GEOPHYSICAL REPORT ON 

THE PROPERTY OF 

THE VALUE LINE MINING LTD,. (NPL) 

VANCOWER B, C. 

Claims Sutiveyeflr 

Claims 

Rtitzh E.4 19407 

Ruth E.-l 19408 

Ruth B.-B 19409 

Recording Nqmber 

Ruth E.-9 

RuthE,ilO 

Ruth E.-l1 

Ruth E.-l2 

Ruth E.a.3 

19410 

19411 

19412 

19413 

19414 

Looationr 

The above claims are located about three miles northwest 
of Grand Forks, B.C.,, which places the group about four miles 
north of latitude 49O Ni the Intexnational.Boundary, and one 

simile west of longitude llB"-30'. 

The work was carried out during the&&riod from Sep" 
tember 17, through November 20, ,r 196$&&d continued inter- 
mittently thereafter, under.the-d%!re&@n of the writer. 

Prepared byr. . . . . 
‘,,, -~~ @$p' 

.' '. W.'.... -,,. .,, ,,,* ~ I . ..( 
Earl F.;Elstone, Mi,n$eg ~Cqnsultaqt, Geophysicist, 

ProIZessioq,al.E,ngineer 'Montana a Alberta 

Canada Addressr 539 - 8th Ave SW', 

Calgary, Alberta 
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Value Line Mining Ltd. (NPL) 
c/o Clark, Wilson, Plight, Clark & Maguire 
916 Stock Exchange Bldg. 
475 Howe Street 
Vancouver, B. C. 

Gentlemen, . .., 

. 
The following ~report describes the preliminary se5ult5,: 

,and interpretations of the geophysical reconaisaance surve,y% '~ .;i / 
: ,~;j,;'f .,! 

carried out over a part of the optioned group of claim% a~,,~.;,'::. 
,. 

li5ted. " S,.' ,.', 
i .', 1 ,.L :+,,. 

Reconaissance iines,were cut, staked and self potential;,j \ ". 
and magnetometer readings taken. Where anomalous area% we're.",-'?.,, 

indicated, detailed 100 ft. spaced grids Were established",,!.',. 'I 

and electromagnetic surveys were conducted. Some reconaiasande ,.>~. 
travereee were made using the electromagnetic instruments). '. ( , 

~11 of~these eurveya were supervi%ed.and conducted by 

Ear1.F. El&one; The result5 are shown on the acoomp,anying:':,.~'c: 
,. 

maps and’described herein. 

GEOPHYSICAL EQUIPMBNT 6 TECHNIQUE? 'I 

MAGNETOMBTER ', ., 
., b 

A magnetometerlwa% used to measure differences in the 

magnet&c susceptibilities at various poeiitfons on the property. 

The readings taken are shown on the accompanying maps as five 

digit numbers immediately below the station or stake numbers. * 

The magnetometer used here is a Sharm Model A-3, vertical 

force measuring type and is considered to be a reconaissance 

instrument only, It is self adjusting, direct reading, and 

ha% a sensitivity of 50 gammas over a 50,000 gamma range by 

using the null method. See Exhibit "A', Page 10. 
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between stations on a reconaissance line, as each reading 

covers the ground between two probes spaoed 30 feet apart. 

Holes are made threes to four inohes deep for placing the probe 

below the humus or organic layer; Read&s below 30 could be 

considered as of doubtful importance, but all over this figure 

are ahecked for repetition in other holes about two feet 

distant. 

IGECTRO-MACRETIC RQUII?HRNT 

Electra-magnetlo surveys are,made using electricity and 

magnetism, by passing an alternating. current through a coil 

which broadcasts a magnetic field, This primary magnetic field 

will cause currents to be induced in any subsurfaoe comiuator 

which will broadcast a secondary magnetic field, that along 

with the primary field, may be picked up by a raoeiver and 

the intensity judged. The ,aecondary field, if strong enough, 

distorts the primary field, which distortion can be measured 

in terms of dip or tilt angles. 

Mostly the subsurface geologic conductors are metallic 

sulfide bodies and ,graph$fe Zones. Other conductors, 

generally of lesser strength, include electrolyte filled shears 

ana faults, massive magnetite, serpentine and certain type* of 

overburden. 

The equipment used here is a Sharpe Model SIX-300 Dual 

Rrequency Transceiver. It oonsists of two identical transmitter , 
and reoeiver units each of which alternately transmits and 

receives with the other set. Where conditiona permit broaa- 

casts are made on frequencies of 1600 and, 400 aycles per second. 
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Field proceedures employ the use of null configurations, 

either by a voltmeter gauge or by sensitive ear phones. In 

all proceedures followed on this property, the so-calls8 

*A" .oonfiguration was used. The coil being used as a trans- 

mitter is hela with its plane vertioal and pointing toward 

the recleiver ooil. The receiver coil is held with its plane 

horiaontal and then tilted about the axis joining the two 

coils until the %nzll@ or minimum eignal tilt is observed, 

The tilt angles are reooraed for both high and low frequency 

readings arul are plotted OIL the accompanying plan maps 

~06, 1, 2, ma 3. 
On reconaissance surveys the two inetruments follow a 

line along measured stations 450 feet apart, eaoh t&zing 

readings at eaoh 100 foot station. The came grwna is 
actually covered twice, but each plot includes other portions 

in the reading. On detail plats where a grid has been estab- 

lisha& the readings are frequently along, parallel lines and 

where done here are marked as 9+roadside~t method as differ- 

entiated from the "In Line Method". As marked on the profileo 

!& with station numbers, indicates the position of the 

transmitter as the respeotive read'&@ were taken. 

Eotiae 1s called to the relationships of the tilt 

angles at L.F.400 c.p.8. and H.F,-1600 C.B.S. on a partic- 

ular oonductor. For.low conductivity such as out of phase 

effects, overburden, shear cones, eerpentines, weak sulphide 

bodies etai, there may be erratic variations. There is no 

way that these various possible oonductive relationships 
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may be resolved from electrical measurements only. Note the 

near unity relationship of Iid?. to L.B. in the Plat of . 
Anomaly "Cl", inaicrating a gooa oonauotor, with four peaks 

over a 1,750 foot length. 

SuMElARY OF FIELD OPERATIOIVS 

Self potential aa magnetometer aurveyo were carried out 

along reaonaissanae lfnes chosen after geological examination 

of accessible area8 indicatea evidences of surface minerall- 

(J 

. 

zation. of the area8 studied, a suitable potential seemed 

Indicated in, around and between the Betts ati Od.edOnia 

clalmei 

A small magnetic anomaly wa8 lndiaated on the Betta and 

Ruth E.-l1 claim8 and some outcrop mineralization. A large 

tunnel sump showed sulphidee, including pyrrhotite, a 

magnet10 Iron su3.phiaer On the stren&h of this showing, an 

aPea 1,000 x l;700 was measured off, lines out and a gria 

established with numbered stakes at the Corners of 100 foot 

squares. 

&2 electro-magnetia suxvey hereinafter referred to a8 

E.N., was run over part of this grid and a medium otrength 

cronduotive aone was indicated as shown on Plan Ha; 1, 

Anomaly A. On the strength of this evlclence a contractor 

was hired to open the caved portal of the oWBett6 Tunnel 

for examination which @howea a substantial pyrite an& 

pyrrhotite replacement of limestone, but sub-oommeroial 

values of copperi 

The low valued magnetio anomaly continue& northward 
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to O-a-Ii, but other mineralized areas show only slight 

increases in magnetia intensity. 

LOW intensity anomaloua self potential readings 

hereinafter referred to,-as.S.P, were obteinea at anomSly 3 

on Plan No. 2. The dump of the old shaft showe& large 

amounts of big boulders of iron oxides though no green stains 

to indicate the presence of copper were noted. The old 

shaft was not acaessible for examination. Eleatro-magnetic 

rehilngs over this anomalous area showed strong intensity on 

'thk2 west end. It aeems indicated that a small but highly 
t 

co+ductive shoot of eulgflide mineralization probably exists 
as! a replacement pipe in the 1,imestone below the eurfaoe. 

i To the east of Anomaly-B, traverses along the cut lines 

+ 
s w less thananomalous rea&irgs , excepting only at 39i%273 

where a slightly anomalous magnetometer reading was secured. 

-019 shallow surface workings showing iron stained rocks in 
_ 
limestone with epiaote streaks were noted nearby. 

<. A reconaissance traverse with the E.l% equipment along 

the road:CL 49-47, R-17 to R-l, platted as Anomaly 0, shows 

rather strong reactlon on, the profile. The present ground 

surface is near the top of the limestone formationi The 

disclosed iron~oxlide In the cut might form a larger:rsplace- 

ment below. Southwest along the.road from the out copper 
green stains are seen in several frautures, but the rook 

outcrops are sparse in .this area* 

Strong reaations with the 'S.P. were obtained on the 

Caleaonia - Ruth IL-14 claims and a gria was eetablishea for 

4% 



more detailed testing. Details and profiles of the E.M. tests 

are charted on Plan Bo. 3 map in the folder. l?hie ie 

designated as Anomaly *DO. l7hi.s area has had Borne investi- 

gation by surface tranohing along the eastern edge of the 

anomaly and by two ahallow shafts in the vicinity of station 

39-45. One of these, an incline wince about 20 feet deep with 

a small oroes wince dlocfosee a six inch vein of massive 

sulfides, with visible aogper minerals. The S.P. readings 

indioate a zone wiser to the west and there may be a eerfes 

of fractures containing enough aonductors to acoount for the 

resulta. 

.  

‘. 

c, 

Prom the abrupt cutoff of the readings to the south-. 

east a fault wa8 suspeated and surface investigation to the 

southwest confirmed its presence. Phe fault fraotures are 

occupied with a quartz vein at station 36-28 and the lime- 

stone block on the southeast has been uplifted several 

hundred feet to where it outcrope at the top of the hill. 

Possibly the mineral zone outlined by the geophysical work 

and surface trace@ as Anomaly nO*, han been shifted to the 

weat on its south side and continues eastward from station 

34-37. 
Bad weather aocompanied by,heavy snow fell in thie area 

as this work wae being done and prevented further investiga- 

tion and extension on this anomalous area. 

Begining at 46&42E a line was out and staked North 15 

West extending from 46 to 131, a distanoe of 8,500 feet. It 

start8 on Anomaly *'D** but oontinuea only for a short distance, 
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though i~t indicates several EiM. anomalies further along it8 

course. It has not yet been tested by the magnetometer or 

S.P. 

RRCOMMENDA!t'IONS 

All of the Anomalies disoussed in the foregoing pages 

are worthy of further testing and exploration. Priority of 

applioation of funde for this purpose would be in order of 

their judged importanoe as follows: 

Anomalies W" and including ltBlt which is probably a 

continuation of it, should be tested by soil sampling to 

determine surfaoe aoncentrations of oopper, lead and zina, 

p&r to the spotting of several c%ie.mond drill holes into 

the underlying limestone. Some further ol?,ssly gridded E.M. 

a& S.P. tests should be maae also to help determine strike 

of the anomalous struotures. 

Anomaly Wan warrants considerable further testing 

before any epeoifio program is ohosen, Sinoe it is also 

underlain by limestone it oould have replacement minerali- 

zation, though so far no strong conaentrations are indicated. 

SURVEY DA'l?A 

A total of 114 stations were set by marked stakes on 

the claims surveyed for this report, not including the Betts 

end Oalendonia claims. 

!!!his entailed line outtingsof 11,400.feet. 

Hagnetometer readInga. were ,taken at 94 stations. S.P. 



readings were taken at 50 foot intervals and a total of 

276 readings were recorded. 

At each location where E.M. readings were taken, 
0 

four separate reading tests were taken and recorded. 

Readings were taken on 56 stations, totalling 224 

readings. 

Grand Forks, B. C. 

December 8, 1964. 

eer, Geophysicist 



~@hibft ‘A” To Geo&ysical g.egort of December 10, 1964,. 

IMTERPRBTATIO~ 0s MAC$NFiTOPfSTER READINGS 
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w ject one where no signifiaant magnetic anomalies have been 

found; little attention is given to this physical state for 

the 4Aue~ being? In the event that evidences of other anomalous 

circumstances are found to be pxesent without being eufficiently 

oorrobor'ated by geological interppretations., some thought,may 

be given to -the desirability of a more accurate survey by a 

sens&tfVe magnetometer over .a grid, whereby instrument readings 

are referred to a base , corrected fqr temperature, diurnal 

varia,tfon, mulfipuea by the proper scale values ana corrected 

for.the normal geographic variation. From these readings an 

isonamily map would be prepared, 

Gudqing from the reoonnaissance readings secured, whtch 

though uncorrecte6, show less than 5% variation and some per'. 

d&lie condistencfes, the changes noted were probably caused by 

changeri in fonnatfonti; isith or without structural changes. .' 

Interpretations'of magnetic aaomalies 5~ terms of geologic 

format.ions and structures is largely cjualitative ma empiri,caii 

In .some cases it is possfble to make more quantitative depth 

infer@zetations using a torsion balanae, preferrably. This is . . 
.a so-called gr,avity method and is based on measurements of the 

the gravitational field,which is in turn affected by differences 

in deqsl++ieg and dispositions of geol.ogib bodies beneath:: the 

surface. 

With the u8e of a Schmidt Vertiaal Magnetometer, approx- 

imaZely the ,qame result can be reached. It aonsists of a mag; 

netic sys'tem swtpenaea by a krii,fe edge and oriented at right 

angles to the magnetic meridian.. The magnetic vertical inten+ 
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sity is compared with gravity, whioh is assumed to be constant 

in ,theae measurementpl; the deflections are read on an auto- : 

aollfmatfon telerrcope. Though the interpretatfona must nec- 

essarily be of an indirect nature, magnetic anomalies can be, 
:. .' 

calculated from their potential8 ff the bodPes are extended id 

strike, &be logarithmic potential takes place of the Newton- " 
',b. 

fanpotential, 
"'I" 

Magnetically, the anomaly is inversely propor-, I ,::., 
tionate to the square of the dietancet gravitationally it. is ': .dCi 
inv&s&y proportional to the first power of distance. ,.',',,;,",;j 

To bodies qegnetized homogena&usly in the earths &eta,:,,', 

by induotfon, ,a ++eorum by Poieson applies) their ma,gnetid ',,z~:z;~~': 

potential 'i', equal to. their &teasityof magnetization, muit& ~. ,,~ 
plied,b~!the gravity component in the direo,tion,of magnetiil~' " 

b, 
ation, A% ~gnetic intensities are grad&en+ of magnet&z! ',"'.: 

potential, ;ft fc$lowe that they are related to the gra$ity "~, 
.a 

gradients measured with the torsion belanoe., Fence, magnetia 
,, '- 

effebts of given bodies can,be calaul?ted by the same +qalyffd .; 
vd, gra@ic methods used in torsion balance work, : 

,,, / ,,, 
,, :,' ~. 

,A; ( 0, / .i :* _., 
/ Pespeetful&y sub~ctB;d;r~ I:.,<~ I;:.,,. 

January 11, 1965 

Mtssoula Montana 

t L' 

-,' 



EXH1FU.T “a” To (JEOlXiYSICAL REPORT OF December lo., 19$4. 

RECQIW OF E-?$f'I.&YMENT O;I PQRT,IOIG..OF PRW.ECT 

The followiq,men were employed doing'field work in ,i 

gathering data for 'the geophysical project asp compiled in,,;,:‘-, 

the Ceoghyeical Report on the Ruth,&,-6 thru -13, SnclWive,,;. 
,.':,;.:' ,'. .>: n&king claim5: 

Operators. 
,' 

Clsigtbn S. .,Rwney 

Rate of pay per day 

$39.00 

Ronald P. MaBean $30.00 

,I’ 

., ‘, ,; 

Lj.n&Cutter tind ,'tfelper 

3 ( wm. I$. Koftind6f 
I' 

$16,00 

.> Pi&jeat Managei-". 

l&r1 F. Eletone " $75.00 
,' . 

All of the parties worked November 9 through November ,: ,, 

14, 2964, fnclusive, and November 16 through November 20, 1964> 

inhl,qei,v+. 

Earl P. Elstone 
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